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摘       要 
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研究现状，重点探讨了 3L-CVRP 问题及其求解算法。 
最后，假定需求可拆分，对需求可拆分的配送线路优化问题（SDVRP）进























In modern logistics enterprise, distribution plays a central role to increase profits, 
and making reasonable decision to the optimization problems in distribution is the key 
to improve logistics efficiency and reduces the cost. Therefore, It is of great 
significance to study this issue. 
Decision optimization problems of intelligent distribution system in modern 
logistics include mainly the optimization problems of distribution routing and 
loading.  In existent researching files, the study pay little attention to systemic 
research, and the results are scattered, no matter the depth or breadth of the study all 
can not meet today's rapid development of logistics industry. 
On the basis of the existing theory, firstly sorted out the main optimization 
problems in intelligent distribution system, which is divided into three classes and 
five subclasses. The three classes is: distribution routing optimization problem, 
loading optimization problem, cargo loading and distribution routing combination- 
optimization problem. Distribution routing optimization problem is further divided 
into two types of single-loop and multi-loop, loading optimization problem is divided 
into fixed-size cargoes loading optimization problem and different-size cargoes 
loading optimization problem, so that is five subclasses. Then in the case of assuming 
that demands can not be split, the five kind of questions in system were studied 
separately: 
(1) According to the similarity of mathematical model between single-loop 
distribution routing optimization problem and transportation problem in operations 
research, a computing method in tableau format is established for the single-loop 
distribution routing optimization problem by making slight changes the table-working 
method solving for transportation problem, which is a new way to solve this problem. 
At the same time, proposed another new approximate algorithm named Swallow Ring 
Method with Lan Pei-zhen and Guo Gui-mei from our rearch group. Experiment 
results show that the method can obtain a stable and better solution by less computer 
running time, not only surpasses classical Nearest Neighbor and Nearest Insertion 
method but also better than most of the intelligent algorithm, and the result do not 
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distribution routing problem. 
(2) Based on the rearch of single-loop distribution routing optimization problem, 
put forward Sweep-Swallow Ring Method and Swallow Ring-Optimal Partitioning 
Method for multi-loop distribution routing optimization problem. Tests show, the 
solutions of Swallow Ring-Optimal Partitioning Method is better than 
Sweep-Swallow Ring Method in most cases, but due to solutions obtained by 
Swallow Ring-Optimal Partitioning Method is easy to appear crossing and turns 
phenomenon, so the solution is bad sometimes. 
(3) Simulating the people’s actual loading operation who always try to ensure 
that each layer be levelled, and considerating the stability and easy for 
load-and-unload, designed a heuristic algorithm of stacking layer for fixed-size 
cargoes loading optimization problem. Experiment results show that the algorithm can 
meets the requirements of stability and convenience for load-and-unload, and also has 
nice space utilization. It is an effective method for fixed-size cargoes loading 
problem. 
(4) In section 4.3, introduced different-size cargoes loading optimization problem, 
and discussed its classification, researches on this issue that have been done. 
Summarizing the general procedures and matters needing attention of cargo stowage. 
(5) In chapter 5, introduced cargo loading and distribution routing combination- 
optimization problem, presented its classification and research situation, then 
discussed mainly the 3L-CVRP and its solution algorithm. 
Finally, in chapter 6, assuming that demand can be split, SDVRP was studied. 
Described SDVRP’s mathematical model and proved the characteristics of optimal 
solution. Single-depot and single-type vehicle ,with no time window, pure loading or 
un-loading is supposed, designed two types of two-stage heuristic algorithm to solve, 
one is cluster-first-route-second method, the other is route-first-cluster-second method. 
Experiments show that, the solutions get by cluster-first-route-second method at cost 
is better than the route-first-cluster-second method, and than the existing ant colony 
algorithm and tabu search algorithm. However, the route-first-cluster-second method 
can avoid that the demand of a demand point is split into twice over to meet, and its 
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